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Work Experience
Satellite Six - Senior Developer, Dec 2013 - Dec 2016
I worked with a small team in the roles of Developer and Senior Developer from December 2013 to December
2016, primarily responsible for development of websites on the WordPress CMS, utilizing a theme I customized
from Foundation, called Mercury. In addition to website development, other key responsibilities I had included
contributing to Mercury, reviewing and merging code into Mercury and client projects, meeting with clients for
preliminary project planning, and assisting in the quoting process. I also worked with the team to mentor new
developers and build deliverables processes.
The company grew alongside my skills. I was the first employee and joined while still a student. I was a
significant part of the company’s growth for the last three years.

Main Responsibilities:
○ Website front and back end development, including custom integrations and builds
○ Participation in team & client meetings.
○ Bi-weekly development with company management.
○ Work with sales to accurately quote delivery time for development projects
○ Mentor new developers
○ Coordinate development team growth with company management
○ Research & Development of internal software tools and workflows

Education
Chippewa Valley Technical College - Software Development, 2014
Learned the fundamentals of programming, scope analysis, syntax, and the basics of many common languages
such as PHP, JavaSript, etc. I participated in a number of group projects as well, and ended up taking the lead
on every one. I maintained a 4.0 GPA, developed strong relationships with a few instructors as well as students,
and used all of that as a catalyst to push my growth in my first position at Satellite Six.

Technical Skills
○
○
○
○
○

PHP (5)
HTML (+5)
CSS (+3)
SCSS & Less
Javascript

○
○
○
○
○

JQuery
3rd party libraries
WordPress
Custom Theme Development
Plugin Development & Customization

Additional Information
I believe my biggest strength lies somewhere between my passion for knowledge and my malleability in process. I
am regularly looking for newer or better ways to solve problems. I am also always willing to hear alternate ideas or
solutions, and am flexible when it comes to adopting new methods or ideologies.
My highest priority is also producing the best results in everything I do. Programming and Design are two massive
passions of mine, and drive me to do so. Problem solving, and the reward of finding a solution are something that
never get old. Just like seeing that “Wow!” response to a design makes me love what I do.
If I had to choose three words to describe myelf, they would be P
 assionate, Proficient & Perceptive!

